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Because the client was part of the healthcare industry, keeping track of all of the phone calls and proper
follow-up with existing patients was a challenge. Before: Needing to upgrade their existing Cisco Call
Manager to the latest version, while integrating new Cisco Unity abilities with Google Apps for drivers, they
had a requirement to integrate the existing AD forest for incredibly easy user management. It delivers reliable
low latency, with consistent microsecond response times at very large scale. A crucial medical billing app was
slowly dying, causing major outages and overall performance issues. The prescription called for SHI architects
to configure a solution consisting of 2 Pure Storage M20 arrays as a next-generation, purpose-built storage
component, and 7 Cisco UCS servers to replace their legacy disc technology. Design, rapid implementation
and execution of projects for all Unified Communications Platforms. The solution was a future-proofed
investment that will continue to gain value throughout the life of the products. Challenge: A Central Texas
medical clinic, with hundreds of practitioners across 15 locations, faced one giant business challenge â€” a
crucial billing app was slowly dying of old age. Upgraded existing system to the newest Cisco platform. From
analysis through deployment, the extended team completed the project in eight months, improving overall
efficiency and saving time and money both up-front and in long-term operational costs. And on top of that, it
was extremely pricey to maintain! Administer and mainten Cisco Unified Communications platform. Result:
Client was excited about the process, on how the entire migration took place seamlessly and integrated with
Salesforce CRM to track activity. Additionally, because of the nature of their industry, data security, backup
and sharing was incredibly important to the communications infrastructure. The VSRM product was always
very successful, but over time it became increasingly complex to scale, and customers also struggled with the
failure rates of their legacy hardware. Before: With three locations across the US, the client was struggling to
find a way to centralize all their communication needs. Integrated AD infrastructure bottom line: easier user
management. And it provides great scalability in a distributed system. Cleaned up and implemented a full E.
Actions: Not only did our team upgrade their existing system to the newest Cisco platform implementing great
features like visual voicemail and unified messaging , but we also helped them migrate from an old, traditional
PRI based model to a completely centralized SIP trunk using Cisco Unified Border Element. The cut costs and
centralization of a cloud based phone system empowered them to manage their communications whenever and
wherever they wanted, and the client especially took advantage of Android and iPhone BYOD powered
integration. After failing to resolve the problems internally, the clinic suspected the issue could only be
resolved by a solutions provider who would not only fix the app, but dig deeper to find the root of the
problem. In an increasingly connected world, Cisco is helping to transform businesses, governments, and
cities worldwide. After reviewing the results, SHI realized the problem lied not in the billing application itself,
but rather in the existing overall data center architecture. The system then was specifically designed to be fully
redundant, modeled with multiple Cisco Unified Border Elements located geographically in order to support a
centralized SIP trunk. Custom scripts were created for their UCCX system for better call tracking and
providing a solid support system. Implemented POTS lines on local voice routers cleaning up and removing
old and abandoned lines. Result: Client was delighted with the solution because now their company could take
advantage of all the new features of a modern cisco unified communications system from Cisco Call manager
to Cisco Unity Messaging server. Additionally, they wanted to be able to take advantage of a SIP trunking
model to reduce costs because PRI circuits were costing them a fortune because of how many remote locations
they operate out of. The combination of Couchbase database, Cisco UCS Platform Architecture combined
with the flexibility of Tegile IntelliFlash makes it a dependable enterprise solution for high performance or
high capacity workloads. Edited, Updated and Added sophisticated user profiles to assist with technical issues
and support. SHI installed the Pure Storage components while the customer handled the server installation
themselves. For over 30 years, we have helped our customers build networks and automate, orchestrate,
integrate, and digitize IT-based products and services. The attendant console was deployed for receptionists
and Cisco Expressway for telecommuting workers using MRA phones. After assessing numerous databases,
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including Cassandra and MongoDB, Cisco chose Couchbase for three primary reasons: It provides very strong
data consistency that is comparable to a standalone system. After the centralized SIP trunk was in place, we
were able to upgrade and migrate 15 total global locations 12 in the USA and 3 in Europe. This medical clinic
faced this very issue â€¦ or so they thought. Cisco decided it was time to move the VSRM platform to NoSQL
in the cloud to achieve the scalability it needed and the efficiency, reliability, and performance its customers
demanded.


